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It’s not uncommon for a musician to record more work than they release. In my case, I have a digital ocean of 
snippets in various degrees of completion. Some are leftovers from assorted project recording sessions, projects 
that were never completed, sound check jams, demo snippets, etc.

There are enough lonely unreleased notes in my world to !ll an “in!nity shelf.” VaiTunes are tracks that are culled 
from this melodic abyss, brushed o", sometimes severely hosed down, and released as digital singles.

These tracks may be speci!c to a particular project that has never had the chance to be a completed big picture, 
but now, with the advent of all this digital technology and distribution, it’s possible to release a variety of tracks 
from a potential project without having to complete the whole project itself. Eventually, if there is enough tracks 
completed that fall into a precise endeavor, perhaps they will be compiled and released as a cohesive CD. In any 
event, it’s a good way to release a constant stream of music.

Although the plan is to continue to create whole, full-bodied CD releases, VaiTunes can serve as temporary paci!-
ers for some delectable melodies to be sucked through the ears and absorbed into the soul.  -Steve Vai
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Song Juice

“After listening back to the track, and the e!ect that I used, it sounded to me as if the notes 
I played were like demons and angels chasing me the way a backdraft "re races through a 
wooden building. Sort of like a church, on "re.” -Steve Vai
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